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"Alright! I'll call my dad now and ask him to summon all the martial artists in our family. Well hunt Leon down and even with the

Thompsons on his side, he'll die screaming!" Joel narrowed his eyes maliciously.

Though the Thompsons were the head of all families in the southern region, the Hiltons were comparable to them in terms of

influence and wealth.

Joel was only forced to compromise with Yuri because he was the one at fault for what happened to the Elegante Group.

However, the circumstances changed.

Leon went too far to break Seth's legs and destroy his power, so the Hiltons had a proper excuse to seek justice for Seth.

If Yuri and Roanne insisted on getting in their way, they would only find themselves stuck in a difficult position.

Joel fully intended on using this as an excuse to rain all forces down on Leon and eliminate him once and for all.

"By the way, Leon's on his way to rescue Snow, Joel! Should we call Gordon and warn him about it?" Seth asked thoughtfully.

"There's no need for that!” Seth shook his head after considering it.

"Why not?’ Seth was shocked.

Gordon was on the same side as Seth and Gordon and since Leon was on his way to rescue Snow, Gordon was bound to suffer

once he was found, so Seth could not understand why Joel would stop him from warning Gordon.

"It's simple. Leon's a vicious man and if he gets to Gordon, Gordon is going to lose a limb or two at the very least! He is the son-

in-law of the Hughes, so do you think that the Hughes would forgive Leon for doing such a thing?"

No matter whose fault it was, to begin with, the Hughes would never spare Leon to protect their pride if Leon dared to hurt

Gordon the same way he did Seth.

With both the Hughes and the Hiltons after Leon, the Thompsons would be far too overwhelmed to protect Leon.

To conclude, Joel aimed to use Gordon as bait and did not care about what happened to him.

"I see! Cousin, you're brilliant!" Realization dawned on Seth and he gave Joel a thumb-up.

If Gordon knew that he was abandoned by Seth and Joel, he would have regretted everything he did.

"There's no means too despicable if the cause is justified! We need to eliminate Leon, and nothing else matters/ Joel said

viciously.

Both he and Seth exchanged knowing looks and burst into laughter as though their victory was certain.

Joel took out his phone to call his father and explained the situation to Sebastian, who hurried home to make arrangements and

summon all martial artists in the family to prepare for a war against Leon.
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